Untreated I/R hearts showed an increase in mean fluorescence by almost two-fold in the left ventricle at 45 minutes of perfusion. Whereas the right ventricle and septum showed equivalent fluorescence compared to the left ventricle at 45 min perfusion.

Microsphere fluorescence is theorized to be representative of coronary regional flow. Data in figure 4 show a ratio of the microsphere fluorescence per gram tissue weight between PKC\d- treated I/R hearts and untreated I/R hearts in right ventricle, septum, and left ventricle. PKC\d- treated I/R hearts showed an increase in mean fluorescence by almost two-fold in the left ventricle at 45 minutes of perfusion. Whereas the right ventricle and septum showed equivalent fluorescence compared to the left ventricle at 45 min perfusion.
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